
Ode to the Drunken Rat! By Larry La Mouse 

Written by Jo Murphy 

My name is Larry La Mouse and I am a happy, loving, life filled mouse. When I became leader of the 

Brisbane Rat Pack I had hit on a system. From there I didn’t look back. I was always an artist well 

finished and polished. 

My paintings sold well in galleries where they were relished. However this is a tale of a leadership 

battle. I was put to the test by lies, gossip and tattle. 

It all began one terrible night, when the poor mouse speaking got a terrible fright. Suddenly there 

were reporters and writers all round, asking me questions that made me dumbfounded. They wanted 

to know about my life and my learning. They asked about “secrets” and the source of my 

yearning. How come the discipline? Where did you learn about light? You don’t seem rich, you don’t 

seem bright. How’d you get educated? 

Your chances seem slight. 

I am used to my privacy and its true life’s been hard. I keep to myself, focus and move diligently 

forward. Alas! I’ve won the Roachibald. Now people ask questions like, “What’s next? “And then 

they offer suggestions. A helpful mouse who loves all around. I started to answer, passing on tips 

quite profound. 

At the Queensland Art Gallery there is plenty to see. There is nothing to stop either you or me from 

learning by watching, by reading and that. So I decided to settle. I crept in like a cat. I created my 

home in a sculpture just outside. In the big metal structure very tall and wide. It’s a nice place to sleep 

and it affords me lots of protection. Minimal abstracts I regard with affection. 

When I wake of a morning I stretch and I slide. Down the face of the sculpture, it’s a nice morning 

ride. 

When I land on the grass, I rub my eyes and I yawn. Once I wake up enough, I mosey across the green 

lawn. I dip in the fountain and I look up at Len. That’s the name that I gave my favorite pelican! I 

dive in the water and I paddle across. I climb up onto the foot of the one I call Albatross. (Just for 

fun). I feel the texture and I examine technique as I admire the sculpture so beautiful, so sleek. 

“Get on with this story,” said the reporter, now cross, “your talent didn’t come from calling a pelican 

an albatross?” 

“I was only joking,” I retorted real quick, “I was getting to the point! No need to pick!” I figure that 

this is the incubating stage; the part where I became aware of the great art from our age. The fact that 

I can touch the greats everyday means I am attuned to the artistic way. 

By about six, the side doors start to open and in I scurry in unnoticed amongst the commotion. I run to 

the kitchen before anyone notices and look for the crumbs before the cleaners are focused. I drink and 

eat in reverie. Then I turn my attention to the art in the gallery. 

I like the abstracts, I like modern art but mostly I like the realistic part. So up to the second floor I 

scurry before things start moving. I perch up on the ledge and I start drawing. You may well ask 



“What’s a mouse use to draw?” I think it should be obvious that I just use my claw. I dip my toenail in 

mud (I have stashed) and I use scraps of paper that others have trashed. 

So now what I do is; I methodically copy. I sit there all quiet and at first I draw sloppy. I warm up 

with gesture and loose stuff like that. I drop into a method I invented (it’s a fact.) First I go for the big 

shapes and try to get accurate. Big shapes first and then small ones placed side by side. I work out 

proportion with my pencil to see how tall and how wide. I hold the pencil with one eye closed. This 

stops things going blurry and I block out my nose. I work out the lengths, and the widths and the 

heights. I try to make things hang together with all of my might. After several attempts, I finally find 

that the drawing I have done sits gently on my mind. 

Now sometimes there’s paper and sometimes there’s not. In the lean times I am resourceful and I run 

around a lot. I gather flattened packets and uncrumple paper bags that I find in bins and amongst all 

the rags. 

Soon I have drawn the outline of the beautiful woman who sits beside the pool in an old fashioned 

gymnasium. She’s bathing by the water with her nymph of a child. It helps me in my learning to paint 

the young and the old. Now comes the hard part. To paint, I need water to mix with mud. What I do is 

use my tail to smear and to smatter, when I dip the tip of the whip in an old bottle cap; and trace the 

watery sludge with a scratch and a slap. 

I work with the dark mixture, filling in all the shadows, pushing it into eye sockets and under 

eyebrows. I always find forms like lips very tricky, but its noses that trip me up with maddening 

treachery. 

This is a lil' extreme I know. But if you're gunna paint it must be "just so!!" 

Once this is done, I knead my eraser. I polish up my paw until it’s sleek like a razor. I cut back the 

highlights and rub them till they shine. Then I stand back to judge if it is finished or whether I need to 

polish and refine. 

Now the reporter went crazy. He doubted my story, saying that this is not different from any other 

technique; so I don’t deserve glory. He reckoned I cheated. He said I was a thief. I can’t quite imagine 

what made him say that! I paint the paintings. I don’t wear the judge's hat. But others joined in to 

chorus the song. They said the announcement just “had to be wrong.” They wanted a retrial. They 

wanted to “sack the judges.” The conveners continued to argue about their grudges. 

I pondered this puzzle and to be perfectly frank, would have been happy to ditch the prize. No money 

to bank. However the questions kept coming and brave people took sides. The judges got defensive 

when the Courier males did deride. So I ran to the Valley for fortitude and to listen. To find out what 

they said, I jumped on to the printer and in the paper I read; “Fraudulent mouse! Talent a mere fluke.” 

They claimed I didn’t have the flair of the mean rat called Luke. 

Luke was a dandy, just an obnoxious little rat. His paintings were abstract and he whipped them up 

just like that. He fills up his bottles that once held soda pop, and after mixing his colours spurts them 

from the top. They fall on his canvases then he jumps on and slides until primary colours mix and 

collide. Once he has created some haphazard abstract; he looks for a character and names it after that. 

I jumped to the window and looked out into the street. I could see lots of movement and hear 

marching feet. How could so many people get so caught up in this? I could hear them mouth the 

controversy with a terrible “hisssss. “OK! It’s a duel I brazenly thought. This is a confrontation.” A 



battle will be fought. I went back to the computer on the Courier’s desk and I jumped onto the keys to 

tap out this message. 

“Tell Luke to meet 

Larry La Mouse beside the fountain 

outside the Art Gallery 

at 9am sharp tomorrow” 

I heard it on the radio almost straight away. 

A mouse duel a rat! That’ll be the day. This mouse is quite talented but doesn’t he know he can’t out 

paint Luke. It will be a terrible show. (4zzz Jan. 2013) 

We were both getting ready as this event was quite big. Lucky for me, while I toiled, the rat took a 

swig. No one will know to this very day whether he was nervous or just thought it all too easy. When 

the appointed time arrived to start dueling, I had warmed up at the easel and I was already 

cruising. Fresh sheets of paper were pinned to our boards and I rushed out of the blocks too busy for 

words. Quickly I sized up the seafaring pelicans. I blocked out their shapes and penned in their 

bellycans. I dipped and I washed, swirled and scraped and then I suddenly realized that no sound 

escaped, from the crowd or from Luke or from anywhere around. I got a strange, eerie feeling that I 

was alone and in panic spun right around. 

I looked at Luke’s canvas and it was quite blank. Has he not started? Is he that frank? Does he think 

that he can just chuck a can of paint? Or can he? I wondered and suddenly felt faint. It suddenly 

occurred to me and gave me a fright as it gradually dawned, that he might be right. Maybe I am just 

an old fashioned fool. Do studying, reading and watching and all only make me a prisoner of an olden 

day pall? As I looked at the crowd, I could see no one on my side. No one was backing my losing 

hide. And then I suddenly chuckled and took up great heart. What was I thinking? I let go a 

laugh. There was Len Schillam talking to me. His legacy of talent was setting me free. He had left his 

great lessons. He had taught us all well. Now I was going to paint this so let Luke go to hell! 

I turned back to my canvas as the Rat picked up his paint can. 

I was refreshed and invigorated by my sudden insight. From the corner of my eye, I could see that 

with all of his might, the rat was swaggering with a lopsided gait. He was getting ready to swing his 

great big can of paint. I could see he was muddled and I blamed the rum. Or was it lack of sleep that 

kept him quite glum? By now it was hotter and out in the sun, the rat started to totter. He was looking 

quite dumb. He began to sing, with a sound quite bizarre, which sounded like mosquitoes laced with a 

little Zapper. As he laughed and posed the crowds egged him on. They were scorning my dedication 

and I suddenly felt grim. The rat swung his can and let go the paint, but alas, missed the canvas and 

fell on his face! 

The crowd was puzzled and the reporters looked grim, because their humiliated hero was looking 

quite dim. Now I ask you? What do you think happened from that? Do you think it was a simple 

verdict exact? Not on your life would there be a simple edict. The jury was hung as you could 

probably predict. Some said that the painting was there where it landed and to the drunken rat the 

prize should be handed. Others said, “No there should be a redraw!” But suddenly from the crowd 

there came a loud roar. “When are you blokes going to call fair’s fair?” It sounded like a lion had 

called from its lair. Finally someone had broken the trance. “Come on you guys, the rat has been 

pantsed?” 



Taking their eyes from the mess on the ground, the audience looked up and suddenly found that up on 

the easel was a beautiful sight.  A pelican so real that it could have taken flight. 

This brought the crowd to a sudden conversion experience. I have not had a problem selling paintings 

ever since. So when you are in South Brisbane, come to the Queensland Art Gallery and I will show 

you around. 

Written by Jo Murphy for the book Global Citizens Creative Arts Text.  (2013) Kindle Edition. 

Blogging Instructions Included.  
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